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double quote issue I have a
simple variable assignment in

Perl my $myVar = "I'm so
excited to have a new server!
It's the first one I've had for a
long time. I'm hoping to get
back into the good ways of

coding! I tried making a couple
of scripts for myself, but then I

realized that Perl is the best
language to use and that's what
I've been doing until now!"; but
when I use this one-liner: perl -i

-pe's/("|[^"]+")//g' $myVar it
replaces the quotes with ``, and
my string becomes this: I'm so
excited to have a new server!
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It's the first one I've had for a
long time. I'm hoping to get
back into the good ways of

coding! I tried making a couple
of scripts for myself, but then I

realized that Perl is the best
language to use and that's what

I've been doing until now``.
When I run this one-liner in perl
-v, it prints the following: perl: -e

syntax OK Why is it not
replacing the double quotes

d0c515b9f4
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program of the Mugen engine, released in 2012. It was the first game
engine for 2D fighting games to have both a free (FOSS) as well as a

commercial (Creative Commons Zero or CC0) version. Undertale :
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invention relates to a system and method for determining whether to
transmit a voice message or an audio file. 2. Background of the

Invention One problem with voice messaging systems is that they may
unnecessarily broadcast messages from third party sources, which

may be transmitted simultaneously with a message intended for the
person accessing the messaging system. Therefore, the third party

message may be heard and potentially cause an undesirable
occurrence, while the intended message may be lost. For instance, if
the subscriber to the messaging system is driving an automobile and

receives a voice message, the message may be heard by a third party
in the automobile. Conversely, if the subscriber to the messaging
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system is not in a vehicle, the subscriber may inadvertently pick up a
message intended
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